though nothing can matter much. If I come to London again	A great
soon I shall ring your bell once more. Patience will tell in the	nature
end. Only I do not expect to come up yet awhile.	thwarted
Yoms>
Alas, a few weeks later Lawrence himself went out, he too unfinished. There was something prophetic in the tone of this, the last letter I had from him— 1 no longer have the mind or wish to do anything at all Comfort is a poor state after busyness/ What Lawrence would have done no one can guess. What he did the whole world knows. He, too, was a 'lovely person3; those who could claim his friendship knew what they had lost.
Lawrence is perhaps destined to become a symbolic figure. For which of us is certain of the right way to take in life? How many, disappointed and perplexed, would welcome retreat, if only for a time, from their dilemmas. After his Arab campaign, Lawrence became almost a legendary person, yet the campaign which gained him renown was to him a source of bitterness. Success! a word, an abstraction; there was no such thing. He had lent his brain and his strength to something that needed doing; the doing was a pain; and he knew the filth, moral and physical, associated with war.
On me he made the impressson of a thwarted nature, a great spirit in doubt as to his aim and purpose. He went as a private into the Air Force as he might, in another age, have entered a monastery. Yet while serving, both in the Air Force and the Tank Corps, he was preoccupied with an urge for writing, and punished himself, unknowingly maybe, by denying his own instincts.1 Or perhaps he shirked the immense effort required to produce great literature. Action had called on the whole man; to action he had given all his resources, mental and physical, to the point of exhaustion. Only writing would call for an equal effort; he toyed with the idea but funked the complete sacrifice. In a note I wrote
1 Since writing this I have found, from the volume of his letters, that lie did write: an account of the Air Force, The Mbit.
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